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Confused by all the news about the best tests, diets, and
drugs? What you really need to do right now.

ou might think that by now most
experts agree on the best ways to
deal with heart disease. But develop

ments in the past six months seem to have
upended several long-standing assumptions
about the disease. And that could mean major
changes in the food you eat, the tests you take,
and the drugs you need. Most notably:
• A widely reported study in the Annals of
Internal Medicine suggests that saturated fat,
long thought to be a major contributor to
heart disease by raising LDL (bad) cholesterol,
isn't a dietary demon after all. It has triggered
headlines such as "Butter Is Back" in The New
York Times and gleeful news articles urging

people to eat more bacon.
• Aggressive new guidelines from the Ameri
can Heart Association and the American Col
lege of Cardiology mean that 13 million more
Americans-including almost all men ages
60 to 75 and more than half of women in that
age range-should now take a cholesterol
lowering drug, such as atorvastatin (Lipitor
and generic) or rosuvastatin (Crestor).
• A number of leading medical groups have
questioned the usefulness of several heart

disease screening tests, including EKGs and
exercise stress tests, long part of an annual
checkup for millions of Americans, as well as
newer and often heavily advertised tests, such

as CT scans of the heart.

To make sense of it all, we reviewed the
research and talked with Consumer Reports'
medical and nutrition advisers as well as other
experts for their take. Spoiler alert: We agree
with some of the new heart-disea e recom
mendations but have doubts about others.

IS SATURATED FAT STILL BAD?
The study got a lot of us hoping we could
chow down on buttery croissants and fried
chicken without any risk to our heart. Brit
ish researchers looked at 72 previous studies

Reducing saturated fat can be good for your
heart-if you replace it with unsaturated fat.
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Don" ",sh to lake choIo
lowering stalin dMJgS.

DO I REAllY NEED A STATIN?
Cholesterol-lowering stallns are already
among the most commonly prescribed
medicat ions In the U.S.. taken by 20 per
cent of Americans 45 and older. Under
the new guidelines, half of all adults

and ru n o ut of 10 men ages 60 to 75
should now be o n the drugs, according

to a March analysis in the New Eng
land lournal of Medicine.

T hat jum p stems from a new way of

determ im ng who needs a cholesterol
lowering drug. The decision is no lon

ger driven mainly by cholesterol levels

but by the overall risk of developing
ca rd iovascular disease, also based on

suc h factors as age, blood pre sure, and

whether a person smokes or has diabe
tes. T hose factors can be entered into

a calculator, and If yo ur IO-y ar heart

attack or st roke risk is 7. 5 percent or

higher, the new guidelines <ay you need

a stalin . (Try the calculator t tools.
cardiosource.orgtascvd-rtsc- sl,malor )

O u r experts say that you hould COn

sider more than just your chole terol

when deciding whether you need a sta

tin. Rut they worry that th . 7.5 P rc nt

for no more than 7 to 10 percent of total
ca lories from the stuff (abo ut 140 to
200 calo ries if vou consume 2,000 calo-

•
ries per day). But equally important is to
replace satu rated fat with heart-healthy

alternat ives. such as unsaturated fats.
fruit, vegetables, and whole grains-not
refined carbs such as those in white
bread, sugar, and many snacks.
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sage about dietary fat. For example, our
experts say that it left out research

showing that the benefits of cutti ng
back on saturated fat depend on what
you replace it With. "If you stop eating

butter or cheese but start eating a lot
of sugar or processed foods, you're un
likely to do your heart or your health

in general much good: says Maxine
Siegel, R.D., who head s Consumer Re
ports research on food and nutrition.

Willett agrees, and points out that
considerable research shows that if sat
urated fat is replaced with unsat urated
fats, the risk of heart disease does go
down, That's what two major analyses
found, one in 2009 and another in 2012.
And a 2013 study in the New England
Journal of Medicine found that people
at high risk for heart disease lowered
their risk for heart attack, st roke, and
death from heart disease by about 30 per
cent if they followed a Mediterranean
style diet , which is low in saturated fat
and high in nuts and extra-virgin olive
oil, both of which are good sources of
unsaturated fat.

CR'. take: It still pays to watch your
intake of satura ted fa t. Siegel says. Aim
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on the role of fat in heart disease and
concluded that the evidence didn't sup
port the advice to cut back on saturated
fat, which comes primarily from animal
sources. and to eat more unsaturated fat,
which comes mainly from vegetables,
nuts, and fish.

Well, not so fast. That report got a
lot of attention, but less noticed was the
authors' correction a \....eek later. Turns
out that when it came to unsaturated
fats-the kind in olive oil and fish-they
had goofed. Their correction shows that
consuming that kind of fat does help
protect against heart disease.

That was a relief to many experts.
The original study "th rew the olive oil
out with the bathwater," says Walter
Willett, M .D., chairman of the depart
ment of nutrition at the Harvard School
of Public Health. The correction clari
fied the benefits of unsaturated fats.

But the study has other shortcom
ings that continue to muddy the mes-
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trigger for starti ng drugs is too low.

"People often underestimate the ability

oflif styl changes to reduce their risk of

heart attack or stroke, and overestimate

the benefits of statins: says Marvin M.

Lipman, M.D., Consumer Reports' ch ief
medical adviser.

CR'. take : Don't rush to take a sta ti n,

especially if your lO-year cardiovascu

lar fisk IS less than 10 percent. "It often

pays to give lifestyle changes-losing

excess weight, exercising more, and stop

ping smoking-a chance for at least six

months before trying drugs: Lipman
says. That can lower your LDL choles

terol and raise your HDL (good) cho
lesterol. lower your blood pressure. and

help you control your blood sugar and
weight-and possibly eliminate the need
for a statin.

WHY DON'T I NEED AN EKG?
The temptation to use an imaging test
to find heart disease early is strong.
T hat's why so many physicians make
electrocardiograms (EKGs or ECGs) and
exercise st ress tests a routine part of
annual checkups. It has also led some
doctors to recommend newer, sophis
ticated tests such as CT angiography
and coronary calcium scoring. How
ever, in the past year. several medical
groups representing the very doctors
who have traditionally ordered the tests
have cautioned people that they can

be overused .
• EKGI and exercise stress tests. An
EKG is a quick, inexpensive way to get
information about how fast and regu
larly your heart is beating. An exercise
stress test is an EKG done wh ile you
walk or jog on a treadmill, and it pro
vides information about how your heart
responds to activity. Both tests are com
mon: A Consumer Reports survey of
almost 1.200 people ages 40 to 60 with
no history of heart disease or heart
disease symptoms found that 39 percent
had undergone an EKG and 12 percent
an exercise stress test. But the Arneri
can College of Physicians, the American
Academy of Family Physicians, and the
American College of Cardiology now

CT scans of your heart
can expose you to

radiation unnecessarily

say that neither test should be part of
a routine checkup.

CR's take: "We agree: Lipman says.
Why? The tests are less accurate in those

people and can lead to expensive. u n

necessary follow-up tests that expose

them to potentially cancer-causing radi

ation . They're best reserved for peo
ple with heart-disease symptoms, such

as chest pain, shortness of breath, or
palpitations. They may also be useful

for people with diabetes or mult iple

Most people don't need an EKG or a stress test
as port of 0 routine exam.

coronary risk factors who are starting
to exercise.
• CT angiography and coronary cal
cium scoring. Those high-tech tests use
CT scans to take images of your coro
nary arteries. With coronary calcium
scoring, doctors assign a number to the
amount of calcium deposits. With CT
angiography, doctors inject a contrast
dye into your veins and then take mul
tiple X- ray images to identify arteries
narrowed by plaque. Both are now some
times pitched directly to consumers. But

the Society ofCa rd iovasc ular Computed

Tomography (SCCT). the medical group

that represents doctors who use CT scans

to assess the heart, now says that neither
should be used to screen for heart dis

ease in low-risk people.
CR's take: "We agree with this, too:

Lipman says. Both tests expose you
to radiation and can have misleading

results, explains Randall C. Thompson,
M.D.• professor of medicine at the Uni

versity of Missouri School of Medicine

in Kansas City and a member of the
SCCT. Neither has been proved to help

most low-risk people. Possible excep

t ions are those without symptoms but
with a family history of heart disease.

who might benefi t from calcium scor

ing. People with symptoms might con

sider CT angiography.

LESSONS LEARNED
"Making sense of health news is
complicated, but it's important , especially
when it comes to heart disease: Lipman
says. To help you interpret the inevitable
next round of research and advice. he
offers the following tips:
1. One study rarely changes decades of
advice. Even major analyses that seem
to comprehensively round up previous
research ra rely tell the whole story.
2. Newer doesn't mean better. That's
t rue of drugs and treatments, tests, and
research.

3. Less is often more. Simple steps, such
as making lifestyle changes before resort
ing to drugs and avoiding tests you don't
need. are often the best medicine. _

CR Heart Resources
Best Buy Drugs: Get deta iled advice on
when you might need a cholesterol.lowering
drug and, if you do, which one to toke . G o
10 Consumerllepom.orgi'lahns.
Choosing Wisely: Read why Consumer
Reports and leoding medical societies
soy that several heort.screen ing tests are
overused. Go to ConsumerReports.org/
Choo,ingWisely/heon.
Heart Surgery Ratings: If you and your
doctor have decided thai you need heart
bypass surgery, use our Ratings to find a
top-rated heart surgery group near you. Go
to ConsumerReports.org!heartsurgeons.
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YOUR CHANCE OF HAVING A HEART ATTACK
OR STROKE IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS

r ri is 10 percent or more, you probably need a cholesterol-lowering statin. If it's less than

ent, you probably don't. In between is a gray zone. Stopping smoking and lowering your

.•~ d pressure can cut your need for statins even if your cholesterol levels don't go down.
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